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Software software architectural design 
Gunnar’s follow up after the call:
As Piotr noted during the call, it would not hurt to extend our diagrams with a bit more detail about how the software structure actually is (must be) within Android, and Piotr offered to put some work into that - thanks!
I'm referring also to the feedback received by Stefan previously.  For example what you wrote about clarifying what parts need to be changed as properties in .hal, and what parts are the application-facing services.  If that feedback can be described briefly in bullet-points, it would help.
Here is also for your consideration some new diagrams (see slide deck attached to the wiki) from Johan at Melco that make a clearer picture of what we have discussed.  Perhaps the last slide, number 4, shows the complete idea best.  It is not, in my opinion, set in stone that it is the VISS (v1) protocol that is preferred by all, but the architectural principle is clear here to have vehicle data server/service of some sort that can be queried with VSS identifiers using some protocol.
Johan also included on the side, a copy of the picture from the Android documentation but perhaps it would be better to redraw the complete picture as one ?  
@Piotr - you probably have a good idea of how to do this. Of course, feel free to also include additional slides containing text to explain anything you think is missing.
Looking forward to what you might add to this to clarify our intentions so far (or if you have any brand new ideas, of course those are welcome too). Anything you create will be added to the combined content and soon shared with the whole project group, of course.
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